The Return of the Canadian Penny
How I rediscovered that life is worth exploring
A journey on the East Coast Greenway from New York to St. Stephen
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NEW YORK CITY

Doctor, please review his medicines; something is not
right.” Compassion filled his eyes. “I’m sorry, dear; the
disease is spreading.”
My body wanted to collapse. I was afraid, but I behaved bravely. I wanted
to cry; instead, I prayed Enzo wouldn’t die.
Frantic months went by. “Ti Amo” (I love you), Enzo repeated as if to
make sure I wouldn’t forget. Tears rolled down my cheeks. “How will I go on
without you?”
Enzo’s eyes shined as if revealing he now understood the secret of life.
“Continua a mettere amore in tutto quello che fai; e’ li la risposta.” (Keep
putting love into everything you do; there is the answer.)
It became difficult for Enzo to breathe as the end neared, but he
managed to tell me he was ready to go. And with a loving voice, he added,
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“Adesso e’ ora che impari ad amare te stessa.” (Now it’s time you learn to love
yourself.)
Three days later, the love of my life passed away. I paused my breath as if
waiting for him to wake up. I kissed his lips as if to keep them warm. But Enzo
was gone.
The sun continued to rise. Streets, stores, and our favorite places in
Central Park all spoke of Enzo. But life had taken him away, and I didn’t want
to be part of it anymore.
Enzo was the red-hair drummer who had conquered my heart on a ship
in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. He was the man who had been by my side
for a quarter of a century. He was my only family in America.
The outpouring of love from my family in Italy and friends everywhere
kept me breathing, but the shock of Enzo’s passing had suffocated the inner
flame that had given life to my dreams. Without the capacity to wish for
anything, my only desire left was to join my husband—wherever he was.
But Enzo’s words, “now it’s time you learn to love yourself,” kept
replaying in my mind. I didn’t know I didn’t love myself.
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After months of overwhelming grief and the realization that I didn’t
know how to love myself, the idea came to me that I needed to find a way to feel
better.
Walking had given me joy in the past, so when Freewalkers scheduled a
series of one-day walks from New York City to New Haven, I signed up to go
with them. Still, I hesitated, including the morning of the first walk; I didn’t
feel ready to start socializing again.
I rushed out the door at the very last minute. I will go, but I will not talk
with anyone.
Right away, the veil of numbness around me started to lift, and things
began to change.
On the third walk, out of my mouth came the words, “Wouldn’t it be nice
to keep walking to Canada?”
Nobody but me knew how special those words were; my capacity to wish
had returned.
My friend Ian picked up a coin from the sidewalk in a moment of
synchronicity. “Look, Loredana. It’s a Canadian penny!”
“CANADIAN???”
My eyes widened as I leaned forward to see it.
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As if angels had put it there to encourage my wish, the coin felt magical,
and enthusiasm rushed through my body. “Now, I must walk to Canada to
return the penny.”
People around me smiled at my daring announcement. But as we
continued, one of the two group leaders, Ken, revealed he had daydreamed of
walking to Canada. And Nancy, the leader whose idea had taken us there,
wanted to explore the route to Boston.
“Great, let’s walk together.”
I barely knew them; they were about ten years older than me; he was 59,
and she was in her 60s. They had met four years earlier during a walk and had
become great friends and walking buddies. So much so that Ken’s wife refers to
Nancy as “his walking wife,” and Nancy says that she and Ken are “Mrs. and Mr.
Sidewalker.”
After figuring we could use about a week each year to do the walk, we
agreed to coordinate our vacation days and start the following summer. Our
group walks would end in New Haven; Ken and Nancy would soon go to
Hartford from there (I would do it later); therefore, we would resume in
Hartford and continue to follow the East Coast Greenway.
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The East Coast Greenway (ECG) was initially conceived as a bike route
and stretched from Key West, Florida, to Calais, Maine, ending at the border
with Canada. But it was far from complete, and we had no idea of its overall
walkability; as far as we knew, nobody had walked it to its northern terminus
from New York. But that didn’t matter; now, I could no longer wish to die—not
until I had walked to Canada and returned the penny.

East Coast Greenway route from New York City to Hartford
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HARTFORD TO PROVIDENCE - Summer 2015

A year later, backpacks on our shoulders, Nancy, Ken, and I met at New
York’s Penn Station.
Little Blue Bear was coming with us. I had knitted him to life; he liked
joining me on walks. But this time was different; I had made him a pouch and
entrusted him to carry the Canadian penny.
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I had also created tags for our backpacks; Freewalkers on the East Coast
Greenway - Hartford to Providence.
Waiting for our train, we compared our packs’ weight to see if we had
succeeded in bringing as little as possible. I carried a change of clothes,
pajamas, rain poncho, extra socks, essential toiletries, laundry detergent,
sunscreen, mosquito repellent, phone and camera, battery chargers, flip-flops,
electrolyte tablets, a couple of food bars, and a hydration bladder with five to
six pounds of water.
We would walk 110-plus miles in six days, and our longest stretch would
be twenty-nine miles. The heat of July would challenge us, but the longer days
would give us more time to cover our daily distances.
It was almost noon when we arrived in Hartford. With only twelve miles
planned for our first day, we took it easy looking at the city, its art, and the
view from the Founders Bridge over the Connecticut River.
Ken and Nancy chatted. I was pleased they had each other and immersed
myself in my surroundings.
Eight miles into the walk, the East Coast Greenway put us on the Charter
Oak Greenway, taking us to Manchester.
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We had dinner together for the first time and shared a room to make our
trips more affordable.
Ken told me proudly he was from the Bronx. He was a lawyer and Nancy a
social worker. Coincidentally, she and I worked for the same medical
institution where I was a systems analyst. She was also a passionate vegan.
“With thirty-three years in the medical world, I adopted a plant-based diet for
my health.”
A hint of sarcasm showed up on the corner of Ken’s mouth. “With
thirty-seven years in the legal field, I adopted a high sugar, high meat, low
vegetarian diet.”
The lawyer with a sense of humor was also a composer; he had about
fifteen albums on iTunes.

Why?

The next day, the tags on our backpacks intrigued a woman at a
convenience store. Learning that we were walking to Providence, the towering
woman expressed her shock by raising her deep throaty voice and asking in
slow motion, “WHY?”
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As we chatted with her, a man overheard me saying that our final
destination was Canada. “Do you know you’re going the wrong way?”
I mentioned the East Coast Greenway, and I explained we followed the
route faithfully, even though it took us one hundred miles east before heading
north. The look on the man’s face seemed to indicate I was making very little
sense. Indeed, following the East Coast Greenway meant we could not go
straight to Canada, but it was not a problem. Quite the contrary, like children
filled with wonder and curiosity, we enthusiastically followed the route East,
West, North, and even back South.

Back on the path, an East Coast Greenway sign indicated the trail’s
northern terminus, at the Canadian border, in Calais, Maine, was 672.6 miles
away. So those were the miles of adventure and exploration still ahead of us.
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Rail Trails

Dense forests surrounded the Hop River State Park Trail; tall trees
provided shade like a canopy above us, and moisture cooled the air in sections
through steep rock cuts. The twenty-mile linear park used to be a railroad line,
and it even took us inside three tunnels and a covered bridge.
Old railroad telegraph poles were still visible along the trail, and a
concrete post with a big “W” engraved on it. The “W” signaled railroad
engineers to start sounding their whistles.
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Tears

Sadness overwhelmed me on a quiet stretch between towns as I
reminisced about my walks with Enzo and our two little dogs, Enea and Diana.
Our friendly dogs attracted the attention of children who always referred to
them as puppies, no matter their age. But only Enzo was with them now.
Unable to hold back my tears, I jogged ahead and cried. It was the first
time during our trips, but not the last.
Ken and Nancy, everything I could wish for in traveling companions,
carried on with their conversations, and I appreciated it.

Oh no!

My feet hurt, and it was only day three.
I was prone to developing inflammation with a high arch, and I thought
hiking shoes would be perfect, but I was wrong.
Nancy recommended road-running shoes, like the Hoka she had, with a
cushioned midsole and softer on the feet.
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Ken wore the so-called daddy’s sneakers; they were bulky but so
comfortable he said he forgot he was wearing them.

Worn Out By The Heat

Willimantic - The East Coast Greenway put us on the Air Line State Park
Trail; an abandoned railroad converted into a recreational path.
We settled into our pace for an all-day journey in the linear park, and I
took pleasure in the peacefulness of our surroundings and the steady rhythm
of our steps.
With a shopping bag in his right hand and a gallon of water in his left,
Ken made an announcement striking a discordant note.
“I’m thinking of going home.”
“Are you saying you want to quit?”
“Yup, I think so,” said Nancy matter-of-factly.
We stopped, Ken sat on the ground and looked at his iPad, I readjusted
my shoe lacing, and Nancy took out her phone.
Will Nancy go home too?
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Her decision followed the chirping prelude of a bird. “I’ll continue with
you. We’ll be fine.”
Ken stood up, and we resumed walking. Along the scenic trail, through
forests and wetlands, he carried the shopping bag, the gallon of water, and a
decision weighing heavily on his mind.
A friend called me and suggested I go home and enjoy my vacation days
on the beach. It was a lovely idea, but I was on a mission to return the penny.
Wasn’t Ken serious about walking to Canada?
Paul, the founder of Freewalkers, joined us with Molly, the ECG
Coordinator for New England at the time. Upon realizing Ken doubted his
ability to continue, Paul gave him a ride to a store. Nancy joined them, and I
continued with Molly, whose presence cheered me up.
They returned with frozen fruit bars, and Ken’s decisive steps showed
his decision to stay.
So, the founder of Freewalkers became our first trail angel.
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Cars

DAY FOUR - Vehicles sped in our direction, and liquor bottles discarded
on the side of the road reminded us that humans still drink and drive.
The East Coast Greenway, a gigantic undertaking and still a work in
progress, included on-road sections, the least favorite part of our walks.
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Pizza

Six hundred twenty-three miles to Calais, read the East Coast Greenway
sign along the Quinebaug River Trail in Killingly. We paused and had pizza for
lunch. Ken looked at me as if I was visiting from another galaxy. It took me a
minute to realize he had never seen anyone eat pizza with a fork and knife—a
cardinal sin in the Bronx.

Two Dollars

It was day five and about ten in the morning when we entered Rhode
Island. Six cows in the rural settings rested under the shade of a tree.
Nancy had very little water left, but no stores were in the area, so I
looked for an opportunity to get some.
Finally, I spotted a man behind an open garage door.
“Excuse me, would you please give us some water?”
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If the man answered me, I didn’t hear him; he disappeared behind the
door leading into his house and immediately returned with three small bottles.
A smile spread across my face as I thanked him.
We continued on our way, and Nancy expressed appreciation, “I like
traveling with you; you’re very resourceful.” But I regretted not offering to pay
for the water and considered running back.
Don’t be silly, said my mind.
Yet, the thought lingered stubbornly in me. Why didn’t I think of offering
the man a couple of dollars? A couple of dollars would have been better than
nothing.
My jaw dropped in amazement as my gaze came to rest on two dollar
bills on the side of the road.
A couple of dollars? Really??
Is the Universe reading my mind???
“Is it you, Enzo? Are you playing with me?
If it is true that we are made of energy, and energy never dies, where are you
now?
I picked up the money, looked uphill, and summoned my energies to run
back.
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Don’t be silly; the man is probably gone by now.

Home

Light rain fell over Providence as our bus headed back to New York.
Nancy, Ken, and I reunited to see “A Walk in the Woods” with Robert
Redford and Nick Nolte a month later. It was about a man’s attempt to walk the
Appalachian trail with a friend, and we had fun relating to some of the scenes.
As we exchanged goodbyes outside the theater, my mind excitedly
returned to our adventure, “Hey, maybe there will be a movie of our walk on
the East Coast Greenway one day.”
Ken and Nancy humored me with their smiles, but I didn’t expect what I
would see next. Doubt flickered in their eyes—it seemed they didn’t believe we
would actually walk to Canada.
It saddened me. But then, Hmm. Perhaps they’re right. There are hundreds
of miles between here and Canada; anything can happen.
And how long will it take us? Ken and Nancy could lose interest; I could
struggle to survive on my own and not be able to go on.
I should know by now that life is unpredictable.
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But I could not let go of my dream; it was the only one I had, and it had
become my faithful companion.
The following Monday at work, I hung a map of the East Coast Greenway
next to my computer; it would fuel my dream and warm my heart through the
winter.
I would need that more than I knew.
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